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About This Game

The Mystery of a Lost Planet - Space Hidden Objects Game

A game that makes You use your brain.

We tried to break from the standard formula most hidden object games follow these days, which is "Your
father/brother/husband/sister/daughter/son has been kidnapped/put under a spell/otherwise crapped on by a witch/sorcerer/mad

scientist/evil stepmother/generic evil doer and it's your job to save them."
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The crew of a marooned spaceship must uncover the secrets of an unknown planet to survive. After a crash landing on the lost
planet, you’re left with many unanswered questions. What was the mysterious force that seems to have pulled your ship into the
planet and what are its intentions? The journey to answer these questions will be challenging but you cannot give up, because if

you fail the crew will never see their home planet again!

Explore beautiful landscapes on your journey - visit the islands that float in the air, underwater worlds and alien jungles.
Traverse mysterious caves and damaged spaceships to learn more about this world’s amazing inhabitants.

Small Bonus! Play the game on hard to meet a survivor of a previous spaceship crash and learn about his extraordinary survival
story.

Features:

Explore more than 50 bright and colorful locations

Complete many original quests and puzzles

Pleasant and atmospheric music

Interact with a variety of characters
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Title: The Mystery of a Lost Planet
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
AlikArt Studio
Publisher:
AlikArt Studio
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 553 MB available space

English,Russian,Czech,Polish
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Asinine game design:

Complete all level objectives, including obtaining $2000 and reducing global trace level below 50%. Continue playing. Accrue
more than $5000 and spend money on huge firewall upgrade. Use large trace level buffer to hack hidden (bonus) servers.
Exhaust all options on this level and attempt to progress to next; cannot. Hit F2 and review level objectives again. Objectives for
obtaining money and reducing trace level are now marked incomplete. Cannot progress because elected to spend acquired
resources on better equipment and use low trace level for server exploration. Punished for playing too well. Refuse to replay
30-minute level; uninstall.

Play Street Hacker and mess around with mods for Uplink instead. Please someone make a truly amazing new hacking game..
Neighboring Islands. This is the first novel in which I decided to play and you know, I was hooked.
Pirates, rum, ship and many puzzles that you have to solve. With each episode you are absorbed in this game.

Approved. This game has a quite pleasant atmosphere and interesting movement mechanic. As for me personally, this game is
quite enjoyable time killer. Without much hesitation, in brief... I recommend this game.. This game is so f*cking sh*t. Theres
honestly no potential, this game is garbage. Your life is actually f*cking sad if you play this sh*tty game. Worst 40 minutes of
my life, Ubisoft games are *ss. Why the f*ck do we need to make an account, before you release a game make sure it has basic
f*cking features. (until I get another sh*tty game like this!). Probably one of the greatest games ever created. Antonio Renna,
the absolute genius behind Gabe Newell Simulator 2.0 has done it yet again. With breathtaking visuals, innovative map design,
flawless mechanincs and an absolutely outstanding sound track this game is certainly a contender for a gaming BAFTA.

10/10. This game looked cool, but unfortunately poor level design generally prevents it from being very fun. The mechanics of
this game are extremely limited (you have jump, double jump, and shoot, and that's it), and the levels themselves are also very
linear and filled with pixel perfect jumps and cheesy instant kills. This generally means there's only one way to handle any given
situation, which causes the game to feel repetitive and eliminates any potential for skillful play. On top of this, the enemies in
the game also generally take way too many shots, which also makes the game feel fairly slow-paced and button-mashy.

This game tries to be a throwback to Gameboy Color, but it possesses no interesting mechanics and would be a fairly mediocre
game even if it had been released on that system (comparing this to, say, the GBC Goemon game really drives this point home).
It's a shame, too, because the game does possess moments where you can see there was some potential (for example, during the
boss fights, which actually allow some degree of freedom and are generally the highlight of the game), but these moments are
few and far between.. Amazing game. I’ve played and finished Larry 1-7 back at the time and I can safely say even without the
nostalgia factor Wet Dreams is fun to play both puzzles-wise and story-wise. While it’s completely true to the spirit of the
original series, it’s also a very fresh take. I can safely call this Larry 8 even though Al Lowe isn’t involved.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z13qnzUQwuI
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It's a tough as nails shmup done in the aesthetics of R-Type (ZX Spectrum version). It has tons of little short levels that make
you swear (in a good way). You will die a lot, but each and every level is achievable. One for the retro fans, for sure, but shmup
fans should give this a chance beyond a cursory glance. It has some really great levels.. This looked like comfy game so I
decided to pick it up.
Visuals are fantastic for its time, music is great and the core play is consistent and engaging.. I recommend this game only IF
you love being challenged, this type of game doesnt have controls tight enough but for amount of precise platforming it has later
on. Still its very pretty, and going fast thru the levels is super fun, although some levels are bland or just go on forever. good
game if u like cossacks. This game is broken dont buy it!. The Hotline Miami of pizza delivery. Kind of a one trick pony. I
would not pay more than $2 for it, but it is a fun and ridiculous arcade experience. Mix bullethell and Crazy Taxi with the terror
that is the Australian Suburbs and you get World's Fastest Pizza. Race around random neighborhoods during "happy hour"
dodging gunfire and explosions, being chased by a rabid dog, to deliver the hottest pies in town, then sneak into a dungeon and
follow the blood trails to deliver a last-meal to those being held there - leave them to enjoy their pizzas and get out, then drop
off your last meatlovers to a peaceful, sober man in the quitest neighborhood in Sydney. A truly absurd game.. Looks like the
game is dead.. Really good game. About everything is done perfectly my only complaints would be minor ones like the fact that
there's no key mapping and imo crouching with C is kindda awkward it's also possible to be stuck randomly (mostly in the
underground part). It's sadly a bit too short for my liking but otherwise it's really good.
So yeah, would recommend.. Discover the world of microbes. Help them splice to find the right form. It's another unique puzzle
game with an awesome soundtrack that will help you enjoy some hours.
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